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Abstract

This research aims to investigate the potential of using intrinsic optical signal

(IOS) optoretinography (ORG) to objectively detect dark adaptation (DA)

abnormalities related to rod photoreceptor degeneration. Functional optical

coherence tomography (OCT) was employed in both wild-type (WT) and retinal

degeneration 10 (rd10) mice to conduct this assessment. Dynamic OCT

measurements captured the changes in retinal thickness and reflectance

from light-to-dark transition. Comparative analysis revealed significant IOS

alterations within the outer retina. Specifically, a reduction in thickness from

external limitingmembrane (ELM) peak to retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) peak

was observed (WT: 1.13 ± 0.69 µm, 30 min DA; rd10: 2.64 ± 0.86 µm, 30min

DA), as well as a decrease in the intensity of the inner segment ellipsoid zone

(EZ) in 30 min DA compared to light adaptation (LA). The reduction of relative EZ

intensity was notable in rd10 after 5 min DA and in WT after 15 min DA, with a

distinguishable difference between rd10 and WT after 10 min DA. Furthermore,

our findings indicated a significant decrease in the relative intensity of the hypo-

reflective band between EZ and RPE in rd10 retinas during DA, which primarily

corresponds to the outer segment (OS) region. In conclusion, the observed DA-

IOS abnormalities, including changes in ELM-RPE thickness, EZ, and OS

intensity, hold promise as differentiators between WT and rd10 mice before

noticeable morphological abnormalities occur. These findings suggest the

potential of this non-invasive imaging technique for the early detection of

dysfunction in retinal photoreceptors.
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Impact statement

Various eye diseases can lead to photoreceptor dysfunction,

with rod photoreceptors being particularly susceptible.

Therefore, it is crucial to assess rod photoreceptor function

early for detecting eye diseases. This study showcases the

potential of using intrinsic signal optoretinography to

objectively detect dark adaptation abnormalities associated

with rod photoreceptor degeneration.

Introduction

Ocular conditions like age-related macular degeneration

(AMD) [1–3], retinitis pigmentosa (RP) [4, 5], and diabetic

retinopathy (DR) [6, 7], can result in photoreceptor

dysfunctions and eventually vision loss. Numerous eye diseases

primarily affect retinal photoreceptors. Presently, there is no

definitive cure for these degenerative retinal diseases, which

cause permanent damage to photoreceptors and the retinal

pigment epithelium (RPE). To prevent vision loss from retinal

degeneration, preserving function and identifying progression

early are crucial. Therefore, detecting potential biomarkers

promptly is essential in prevention of these retinal diseases [8, 9].

Although structural changes like drusen and macular

pigmentary abnormalities are valuable for evaluating eye

conditions in AMD patients, they do not offer a comprehensive

assessment of retinal function [10]. Physiological abnormalities in

retinal cells can manifest before any noticeable morphological

changes, such as cell loss or thickness alterations. Hence, it is

crucial to evaluate the physiological conditions of the retina for

the early detection of eye diseases.

Electrophysiological methods like electroretinography (ERG)

objectively assess retinal physiology [11, 12]. It is known that

ERG a-wave reflects stimulus-evoked physiological activation of

photoreceptors, and b-wave reflects the physiological dynamics of

neurons. ERG abnormalities were reported in eye diseases [13] and

neurodegenerative conditions [14, 15] at an early stage. However, it

can be complicated to accurately interpret ERG alterations in

diseased conditions since its signal represents combined activities

of retinal photoreceptors and inner neurons. It’s reported that

a-wave abnormality may be attributable to a contamination of

post-photoreceptor abnormality in retinal dysfunction [16].

Moreover, the spatial resolution of ERG is relatively low, and

thus it is difficult to correlate physiological changes to

morphological abnormalities revealed in high resolution imaging.

Intrinsic optical signal (IOS) imaging [17–22], also known as

optophysiology [23], optoretinogram [24–28] or optoretinography

(ORG) [29–33] allows for simultaneous assessment of retinal

morphology and physiology. Optical coherence tomography

(OCT) provides non-invasive depth-resolved imaging of retinal

layers, making OCT-based intrinsic signal ORG a promising

approach for studying human and animal retinas [27–31].

Functional OCT has been utilized tomonitor photoreceptor-IOS

changes in retinal degeneration 10 (rd10) mice over time [32].

Rd10 mice are a recognized model of rod photoreceptor

degeneration [34–38] due to a spontaneous mutation in the genes

encoding β-subunit of rod-phosphodiesterase (PDE), resulting in

cGMP accumulation and subsequent rod degeneration [37–42].

Since the rods can express approximately 40% of endogenous

PDE [41, 43], this degeneration in rd10 mice occurs relatively

slowly, starting around postnatal day 16 (P16) to P17. After P21,

the outer retina is massively reduced and unable to distinguish.

Photoreceptor-IOS abnormalities were previously detected in

rd10 mice at P17 by using functional OCT [32]. With a rapid

time course to follow visible light stimulus, fast photoreceptor-IOS

invoked by the light stimulation can reflect the early phase of

phototransduction reaction chains [44]. Photoreceptor-IOS

abnormalities were previously detected in rd10 mice at P17 using

functional OCT. Fast photoreceptor-IOS responses were found to be

similar in both wild-type (WT) and rd10mice at P14, suggesting that

this response occurs before PDE activation in phototransduction

reaction chains [41]. The relative expression levels of rhodopsin and

transducin in rd10mice are comparable to those inWTmice [41, 43,

45], indicating that fast photoreceptor-IOS alone is not enough to

evaluate PDE deficiency in rd10 before P15.

Dark adaptation (DA) is a method used to assess functional

changes in retinal photoreceptors. During DA, eyes are exposed to

dark environment and the retina shifts from cone to rod activities in

the absence of light. PDE activation can impact the metabolic

function of retinal photoreceptors, and thus may cause DA

abnormalities. ERG studies have suggested that DA abnormalities

may reflect retinal metabolic issues [40], as an early indicators of rod

photoreceptor degeneration [46, 47]. The photoreceptor inner

segment ellipsoid zone (EZ) is known to be the metabolic center

with abundant mitochondria, and it has been demonstrated as a

non-invasive OCT marker that reflects optical index changes of cell

substances due to photoreceptor activity [48–50]. Recent research

demonstrated the monitoring of DA-IOS kinetics within the outer

retina, with a focus on the dynamics of the ellipsoid zone (EZ), in

healthy adult mice [51]. This study aims to determine if DA-IOS

kinetics in the outer retina, which involves downstream transducin

activation and photoreceptor metabolism, can detect PDE

deficiency-induced photoreceptor abnormalities at P14.

Materials and methods

Animal preparation

OCT images were collected from retinas of Six C57BL/6J mice

and nine B6.CXB1-Pde6brd10/J mice (Jackson Laboratory, Bar

Harbor, Maine, United States). Pre-experiment, the mouse eyes

underwent light adaptation in a well-lit room formore than 5 h [52].

A mixed solution of 100 mg/kg ketamine and 5 mg/kg xylazine was

used for anesthesia by intraperitoneal injection. Following
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anesthesia, 0.5% tropicamide was used for eye dilation. GenTeal gel

(Alcon Laboratories, Fort Worth, Texas, United States) was applied

to mice eyes during the OCT imaging to prevent dryness of the

cornea. Post-experiment, mice were kept on a heating pad before

recovering from anesthesia and then caged in the animal facility in

the Biological Resources Laboratory at the University of

Illinois Chicago.

OCT system

A custom-designed OCT system described in a previous paper

[51] was used for imaging. Light source was a superluminescent

diode (SLD) with a wavelength of 810 nm and a bandwidth of

100 nm (D-810-HP, Superlum, Carrigtwohill, County Cork,

Ireland). Light from the SLD was split into the subject and

reference arms using a fiber coupler (75:25, TW850R5A2,

Thorlabs, Newton, New Jersey, United States). For the

spectrometer, a custom-designed setup was assembled, featuring

a line CCD camera with 2048 pixels (OCTOPLUS, e2v, Chelmsford,

United Kingdom) and a transmission grating with 1200 lines per

millimeter (Wasatch Photonics, West Logan, Utah, United States).

The sensitivity of the OCT systemwas assessed using a mirror as the

imaging subject, yielding a signal-to-noise ratio of 40 dB. The axial

resolution was approximately 2.1 μm and lateral resolution was

approximately 11 μm in mouse eye.

Data acquisition

OCT volumes were acquired in a well-lit laboratory room at

noon to reduce the impact of circadian rhythm-related disk shedding

[52, 53]. The mouse was fully anesthetized and transferred to an

adjustable mount. The mouse head was securely fixed by a bite bar

and two ear bars to prevent physical movement whichmay cause the

imaging location or focus point change. During OCT imaging, a

rodent surgical heating pad was used to keep the body warm.

Mouse retinas were measured at the dorsal quadrant over a

1.4 mm*1.4 mm area (Figure 1A). Eachmouse retina was imaged for

one experiment that contained 7 sequential OCT volumes for a total

FIGURE 1
(A) Representative en face image of the dorsal quadrant of amouse retina. Yellow arrows indicate projection shadows of hyaloid vessels. Yellow
dashed line represented the selected area, approximately 0.7 mm from optical nerve head. (B1) Representative image stack of selected 50 B-scans
with 4 repetitions, corresponding to the retinal region marked by yellow dashed line in a. (B2) Representative averaged OCT B-scan of b1. (B3)
Flattened illustration of (B2). (C) Representative sequential recording, corresponding to the red window in (B3). Solid red line represents the
averaged A-line reflectance profile of the B-scan at 0 min DA. Scale bar: 50 µm.
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of 30 min recording, with a 5 min interval. Thefirst OCTvolumewas

imaged and adjusted under normal lighting conditions, while the

subsequent six OCT volumes were sequentially recorded under dark

conditions using identical settings. The focus point and location of

the imaging area were optimized before turning off lights. EveryOCT

volume comprised 500 B-scans with 4 repeated scannings, covering a

1.4 mm × 1.4 mm area. Each B-scan contained 500 A-lines. The fps

was 80 B-scans per second. All OCT operations were completed by

the same person to reduce errors.

Image processing

Reconstruction of OCT volumes was processed through

MATLAB using a custom-designed algorithm including

k-sampling, interferogram extraction, apodization, fast Fourier

transform (FFT). After OCT reconstruction, 50 consecutive

B-scans with 4 repetitions at the retinal cross-section

approximately 0.7 mm away from the optical nerve head (ONH)

were selected for stack registration (yellow dash line in Figure 1A).

The image stack contained 200 B-scans in total (Figure 1B1). Then

the stack was registered using the first B-scan as a reference and

subsequently aligned the following 199 B-scans to remove stack

movement caused by mouse breathing. After that, the image stack

was averaged into one B-scan (Figure 1B2) to increase image fidelity

and reduce sparkle difference. Then, the A-lines of the B-scan were

realigned for image flattening (Figure 1B3), which used the middle

one A-line as a reference and all adjacent A-lines were aligned with a

subpixel registration algorithm. Next, a central portion of the

flattened B-scan, covering 100 to 150 A-lines, was extracted to

generate an averaged A-line reflectance profile (Figure 1C). The

reason to choose center A-lines instead of the whole B-scan was to

avoid the shadow area caused by hyaloid vessels [54] (yellow arrows,

Figure 1A) and distortion caused by the retina angle at both edges.

Also, large blood vessels were avoided when choosing center A-lines,

because the retina was thickened where the large blood vessel walls

embedded. Retinal thickness and layer intensity were measured

based on the A-line profile normalized using the outer nuclear layer

(ONL) intensity as a reference [55–57].

Statistical analysis was performed using Origin’s one-way

repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with

Bonferroni correction. A significance level of p-values <
0.05 was used, and standard deviation was represented as the

error bar for each data point.

Results

Morphological changes caused by
photoreceptor degeneration

Morphological comparison was conducted to investigate the

structural changes caused by photoreceptor degeneration.

Representative OCT images from WT and rd10 mice at P14, P17,

P21, and P28 under light-adapted (LA) conditions were presented in

Figure 2. Retinal OCTmorphological changes were observed in rd10,

compared to WT mice from P17. Specifically, rd10 retinas exhibited

unclear external limiting membrane (ELM) and “swollen” EZ

structures (red arrow, Figure 2B), with significant reduction in

outer retinal thickness at P21 and P28. Also, the interdigitation

zone (IZ) could be observed in WT retinas from P17 to P28 (dark

arrows, Figure 2A), whilst it’s not shown in rd10 retinas. As

degeneration signs began around P17, morphologically intact

retinas at P14 were chosen for comparative OCT measurements

and analysis in the following sections. This stage represents an early

phase before significant abnormality appeared.

Functional changes of retinas during light
to dark transition

OCT analysis of P14 WT and rd10 retinas under LA and DA

conditions were compared in Figure 3. Inner retinal morphology

showed no obvious differences in WT (Figure 3A1) and rd10

(Figure 3A2) mice between LA and DA. In both groups, the

thickness from ELM peak to RPE peak (highlighted with red

arrows, Figure 3A) was reduced during DA compared to LA.

Figure 3B showed averaged A-line profiles of retinas form six

FIGURE 2
Representative morphological OCT images of WT (A) and
rd10 (B) retinas at P14 to P28. The red arrow in figure 2b2marks the
OS region of rd10 started dissembling at P17. NFL, nerve fiber layer;
IPL, inner plexiform layer; INL, inner nuclear layer; OPL, outer
plexiform layer; ONL, outer nuclear layer; ELM, external limiting
membrane; EZ, inner segment ellipsoid; RPE, retinal pigment
epithelium; Ch, choroid. Scale bar: 50 µm.
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WT mice and nine rd10 mice at LA condition and after 30 min of

DA to further characterize the observed retinal shrinkage in WT

(Figure 3B1) and rd10 (Figure 3B2) retinas. All mouse retinas were

measured at P14. Standard deviations were represented as shadows

accompanying the lines. For easy comparison, the location of ELM

peak was normalized to 0 on the X-axis. In both groups, the RPE

peak shifted toward the ELM in DA compared to LA. Additionally,

OCT band intensities were altered, with a notable decrease in EZ

peak intensity in both WT and rd10 during DA compared to LA.

The OPL and ELM peak values also slightly decreased in DA.

A clear hyporeflective band, T1, situated between EZ and RPE,

was visible in WT retinas (Figure 3B1). However, T1 was elusive in

rd10 retinas after 30 min DA (Figure 3B2). As the T1 primarily

corresponds to the photoreceptor outer segment (OS) region due to

its location between EZ and RPE, this observation might indicate

potential photoreceptorOS abnormalities, suggesting a physiological

defect in rd10 photoreceptors.

Comparative analysis of retinal changes
during light to dark transition

We proceeded to compare DA-IOS kinetics in WT and

rd10 retinas during a 30 min transition from light to dark.

Time-lapse OCT images were recorded, including seven

sequential OCT volumes from 0 (LA) to 30 min of DA at a 5-

min interval.

The thickness changes in inner and outer retina during DA

were quantitatively assessed. Figure 4A illustrated inner retina

thickness changes in both groups, with no significant alterations

observed in the inner retina (NFL-OPL). Conversely, outer retina

thickness (OPL-RPE) gradually decreased during DA, aligning

with the shrinkage of outer retina observed in DA conditions in

Figure 3. Figures 4C, D separately illustrated the ONL (OPL-

ELM) and ELM-RPE thickness reduction. The thickness at LA

condition (0 min) was set as standard and subtracted by the

thicknesses at following time points. Both ONL and ELM-RPE

thicknesses consistently decreased during DA. Results were

shown in Figures 4C, D, that the ONL thickness change of

WT (1.57 ± 0.73 µm, 30 min DA) was similar with rd10

(1.72 ± 0.78 µm, 30 min DA), however the ELM-RPE

thickness change of WT (1.13 ± 0.69 µm, 30 min DA) was

smaller than the rd10 (2.64 ± 0.86 µm, 30 min DA). Statistical

significance was shown in rd10 after 5 min DA but not in WT

(p < 0.001). Additionally, at time point 15 and 25, the difference

was significant between the two groups (p < 0.01).

Figure 3B demonstrated a decrease in OCT intensity in the

outer retina, particularly the EZ band in both retinas. Figure 5

FIGURE 3
Representative OCT images of mouse retinas from WT (A1) and rd10 (A2) in LA and after 30 min DA; Averaged A-line profiles of OCT images
from six WT (B1) and nine rd10 mice (B2) in LA and after 30 min DA. Standard deviations were represented as shadows adjacent to the lines. NFL:
nerve fiber layer; IPL: inner plexiform layer; INL: inner nuclear layer; OPL: outer plexiform layer; ONL: outer nuclear layer; ELM: external limiting
membrane; EZ: inner segment ellipsoid; RPE: retinal pigment epithelium; Ch: choroid; T1: trough 1. Scale bar: 50 µm.
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followed this finding to further compare the relative intensity

changes from outer retinal layers. The results indicated similar

relative intensity changes in OPL (Figure 5A) and RPE

(Figure 5D) bands between WT and rd10. However,

significant DA-IOS kinetic differences were observed in EZ

and T1 (Figures 5B, C). A significant intensity reduction was

observed in EZ after 5 minDA in rd10 retinas (p < 0.001), while it

occurred after 15 min DA in WT retinas (p < 0.001). Also,

statistical difference was shown between WT and rd10 after

10 min DA (p < 0.001). Regarding the relative intensity

reduction of T1, Figure 5C demonstrated the notable decrease

in rd10 after 10 min of DA (p < 0.01), while in WT, this decrease

was observed only after 30 min of DA (p < 0.05). Together, these

results indicated that during DA the intensity of EZ peak and OS

region decreased rapidly in rd10, compared to WT.

Discussion

Functional OCT was conducted to characterize

morphological measurements and DA-IOS kinetics at the

outer retina in WT and rd10 mice. First, we observed unclear

ELM and “swollen” EZ at P17, as well as reduced outer retina at

P21 in rd10 OCT images, and the IZ was observed only in WT

OCT images after P17. According to these morphological

changes, we then studied structural intact retinas at P14 using

dark adaptation method, to observe functional morphological

changes. BothWT and rd10 retinas displayed a decrease in ELM-

RPE thickness and a reduction in EZ intensity during DA, as

shown in Figures 4, 5. The observation aligns with prior reports

of outer retina shrinkage in dark conditions [51, 52, 58].

However, it’s worth noting that the transient thickness change

of ELM-RPE in rd10 during DA was larger compared to WT, as

indicated in Figure 4D. The EZ and T1 intensity changes were

distinguishable quickly in rd10 after 5 min and 10 min DA

(Figures 5B, D). These results suggested that DA-IOS kinetics,

particularly the ELM-RPE thickness, EZ and OS body intensity,

can provide sensitive biomarkers for functional assessment of

photoreceptor physiology.

Compared to previous study [51], the DA changes in

thickness and intensity were more significant and the OCT

reflectance itself was brighter in mature WT retina. A

FIGURE 4
Comparative analysis of outer retina thickness changes during light to dark transition. (A) Inner retina (NFL-OPL) thickness; (B)Outer retina (OPL
to RPE) thickness; (C)ONL (OPL to ELM) thickness change; (D) ELM to RPE thickness change. Standard deviation was represented as the error bar for
each data point. **p < 0.001, ***p < 0.001, compared to 0 min within group and at same time point between groups, using one-way ANOVAwith the
Bonferroni correction. Data was averaged from six WT and nine rd10 retinas.
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potential explanation could be that the metabolic condition and

response in adult mouse retina are known to becomemore robust

with maturation which was reflected in ERG [59]. In addition, it

has been reported that at the structural and molecular level,

photoreceptors are fully functional by P30, and protein

expressions as well as synapse activity become mature

after P30 [60].

We speculated some potential mechanisms behind the DA-

IOS changes, specifically the observed shrinkage of ELM-RPE

thickness and reduction of EZ intensity from P14 retinas. Many

studies reported that enhanced RPE pumping activity [40, 58, 61,

62] and mitochondrial morphological changes during DA [50,

61] may reduce the fluid content, which leads to shrinkage of

ELM-RPE thickness and decrease of OCT reflectance. Higher

oxidative stress in rod photoreceptors of rd10 [63] could cause

oxidative damage to photoreceptors and affect their functions

[64]. Increased oxygen supply to the photoreceptor increased the

respiratory metabolites including water content produced by

mitochondria [65, 66]. After DA, the accumulation of

metabolic fluid between ELM-RPE is reduced and leads to

thickness shrinkage in the rd10 retina [58]. Thus, we

hypothesized that the enhanced water content removal

together with mitochondrial activity contributes to accelerated

shrinkage of ELM-RPE thickness and reduction of EZ

intensity in rd10.

Decrease of internal osmotic pressure in DA resulting in

reversed cytoplasmic swelling and less backscattering could be

another potential mechanism behind these DA-IOS changes. In

the presence of light, rhodopsin absorbs photons and becomes

active, then activates transducin and subsequent PDE-mediated

cGMP hydrolysis, which turns off ion channels. This process may

increase osmotic pressure with extra osmolytes and result in

cytoplasmic swelling, causing increased ELM-RPE thickness and

EZ intensity [67, 68]. However, in DA without light, rhodopsin is

inactivated, and the cascade gradually stops. Without transducin

activating PDE, cGMP contributes to ion flux through open ion

channels, reducing internal osmotic pressure and promoting

cytoplasmic fluid removal, leading to shrinkage of ELM-RPE

thickness and reduction of EZ intensity [67]. This process occurs

after transducin activation, which was expressed comparably in

WT and rd10 retinas at P14 [41]. Therefore, in both groups the

thickness shrinkage and intensity reduction were observed.

However, rd10 retinas at P14 exhibited accelerated reductions

in ELM-RPE thickness and EZ intensity compared to WT,

FIGURE 5
Comparative analysis of outer retina relative intensity changes during light to dark transition. (A) OPL relative intensity change; (B) EZ relative
intensity change; (C) T1 relative intensity change. (D) RPE intensity change. Standard deviation was represented as the error bar for each data point.
*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, compared to 0 min within one group and at same time point between two groups, using one-way ANOVA with
the Bonferroni correction. Data was averaged from six WT and nine rd10 retinas.
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possibly due to the pre-existing PDE deficiency in rd10 mice

present from birth [38, 41, 43, 45], leading to less functional PDE

proteins and higher cGMP accumulation in the OS [37]. The

increased cGMP concentration may result in faster osmotic

pressure reduction with restoration of cytoplasmic fluid

removal in DA, contributing to accelerated thickness

shrinkage and reduced backscattering in retinal

photoreceptors of rd10 mice.

Based on the A-line reflectance profiles, we did not observe a

hyperreflective peak (IZ) near RPE in P14 mouse like in adult WT

mouse retina [51], but only the hyporeflective band T1 between EZ

and RPE. Interestingly, the T1 intensity in rd10 was higher than that

inWT in light condition, and it was almost same as the EZ intensity

after dark adaptation (Figure 3B). It is known that hyporeflective

band T1 between EZ and RPE was most correlated with OS body

[32]. The intensity difference in OS may be result from the deficient

PDE level in rd10 retina at P14 and need further investigation.

Together, the observation of T1 intensity suggested that possible OS

abnormality occurred during DA in rd10 retinas at P14.

Conclusion

Comparative OCT revealed DA-IOSmarkers, such as shrinkage

of ELM-RPE thickness and reduction of EZ and T1 relative

intensities, to differentiate WT and rd10 retinas at around

P14 before notable morphological abnormality. Both WT and

rd10 retinas consistently showed ELM-RPE thickness shrinkage

together with EZ intensity reduction after DA. The DA caused

thickness and intensity responses were observed to be significantly

larger and quicker in rd10 compared toWT, providing non-invasive

IOS markers for early detection of photoreceptors dysfunction due

to degeneration. The hyporeflective band T1, corresponding to

photoreceptor OS, also showed obvious intensity difference. The

assessment of DA-IOS kinetics through intrinsic signal ORG

presents a valuable non-invasive approach to detect early signs of

rod photoreceptor degeneration.
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